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How to deliver «Home exercises»
Low technological approaches
• Counselling and Education
• Booklet/brochure
• Phone calls

High technological approaches
• Communication and Information
technologies
• PC/tablet
• WEB PLATFORMS
• Accelerometers, inertial
sensors/ RBG–D cameras
• exergaming

Adherence to «Home exercises»
• Adherence to long-term therapy in chronic diseases averages
to 50 % [Geneva: World Health Organization; 2003.]
• Low-back pain: reported adherence to home-based exercise
is between 50 [Friedrich M, et al ‘96] and 70% [Medina-Mirapeix F, et al
‘09].

• COPD: participants registered 43.3% diary registrations/ week
and 56.2 training sessions/week [Hoaas et al ‘16]
• Stroke: large longitudinal study, stroke survivors were
sedentary 81% of the day at 1, 6 and 12 months after stroke
and more so as impairment increased [Tieges Z et al ‘15 Billinger S,
‘14]

• Parkinson’s Disease: 61% sedentary [van Ninvegen J Neurol 2011]

Palazzo et al Ann Phys Rehab Med (2016)
Beinart et al. The Spine Journal 13 (2013)
Hoaas et al. BMC Medical Informatics and Decision
Making (2016)

FACTORS THAT CAN
IMPAIR ADHERENCE

PATIENT-RELATED FACTORS :
• Clinical (disease severity.. poor selfefficacy,..)
• Demographic (gender, age)
• Cognitive/Psychological (dementia,
depression, stigma)
• Organizational (inability to fit
exercises into daily life) [MedinaMirapeix F, et al ’09; Slade ’14],

PHYSIOTHERAPY
PROGRAM
CHARACTERISTICS:
CARE PROVIDERS’
STYLE:
• lack of monitoring or
feedback [Slade ’14;
Jordan JL, ‘11]

• absence of supervision
during learning sessions,
• ‘one size fits all’ program
design, The complexity
of the program
• Motivation
• The burden of exercising
Medina-Mirapeix F, et al ’09;
Slade ’09; Jordan JL, ‘11]

Strategies to enhance adherence
from patients’ perspectives
1) INCREASING THE ATTRACTIVENESS OF EXERCISE PROGRAMS
• Young athletic patients desired evolving programs (new exercises, increased difficulty) to
improve performance and increase the challenge)

2) IMPROVING PATIENT PERFORMANCE
• Following a model,
• Providing feedback

3) FAVORING THE FEELING OF BEING SUPPORTED BY CARE PROVIDERS
• By sport professionals.
• By other patients

EXPECTATIONS REGARDING NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO ENHANCE ADHERENCE
• Reminder tools (anonymous reminder (short message service, email, watch).
• Exchange tools (Patients were mainly favorable to social networks )
• Tools for improving performance (tools to help patients with exercises by following a model
(movie of exercises or virtual coach rather than audiotape or static pictures) or providing
feedback (telerehabilitation or exergames ) -

Palazzo et al Ann Phys Rehab Med ’16

Practical supplies

EXERCISE PROVIDING
SYSTEMS

EXERCISE PROVIDING
SYSTEMS

MONITORING
SYSTEMS

With Additional resorces
TELE-REHABSYSTEMS

With Additional resorces

EXERGAMING

REWIRE PLATFORM ( Held
2016)

Accelerometers/inertial
sensors/ magnetometers/ GPS/
skin conductance measures

(VIRTUAL REALITY)

HAAPI ( Wolf, 2015)

Without Additional resorces:
smartphone and smartwatch

Without Additional
resorces:

www.actionobservation.it
(Sale Capecci Pelosin 2016

Video based assessment:

i.e. RGB-D cameras

2014

Di Biagio Laura1, Ferretti Matteo2, Cingolani Daniele, Buzzatti
Luca, Capecci Marianna and Ceravolo Maria Gabriella
Subjects; Seven PD patients with
balance impairment (H&Y:3) received:
-

-

2-week Nintendo-Wii Balance
rehabilitation followed by 2-week
training on stabilometric platform
(Group Wii-P) (4) or
the same treatments in the opposite
sequence (Group P-Wii). (3)

Each week consisted of 5 daily onehour sessions.

Nintendo-Wii Balance:
PENGUIN; BUBBLE; MARBLES

ASSESSMENT: 10mwt; tug; bbs.
Assessment timing: at enrolment (T0), after the first
2-week treatment (T1), after the second 2-week
treatment (T2), at one month (F1) and three months
(F3) of first treatment end.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
REHABILITATION
•

Exergaming can be deployed as physical activity or exercise using commercially
available game consoles for neurologically disabled individuals in the
convenience of their home environment and at a relatively inexpensive cost

•

Moderate-to-vigorous intensity exercises can be achieved during exergaming in
this population of persons with neurological disabilities.

•

Exergaming can also be engaging and enjoyable, yet achieve the recommended
physical activity guidelines proposed by ACSMTM or WHO for health and fitness
benefits.

•

Exergaming as physical activity in this population is feasible for individuals with
profound disabilities, since it can be used even in sitting position for wheelchairdependent users, thus providing variability in terms of exercise options.

•

In the context of comprehensive rehabilitation, exergaming should be viewed by
the clinician as ‘‘at least as good as’’ (and likely more enjoyable) than traditional
arm-exercise modalities, with equivalent aerobic dose-potency as ‘‘traditional’’
exercise in clinic or home environments.

Virtual reality
A realistic three-dimensional image or artificial environment that is created with a
mixture of interactive hardware and software, and presented to the user in such a
way that the any doubts are suspended and it is accepted as a real environment in
which it is interacted with in a seemingly real or physical way.
Key Elements of a Virtual Reality Experience
Virtual World

Immersion

•A virtual world is a three-dimensional
environment that is often, but not
necessarily, realized through a medium
(i.e. rendering, display, etc.) where one
can interact with others and create objects
as part of that interaction. In a virtual
world, visual perspectives are responsive
to changes in movement and interactions
mimic those experienced in the real world.

•Virtual reality immersion is the perception
of being physically present in a nonphysical world. Two common types of
immersion include: Mental Immersion – A
deep mental state of engagement, with
suspension of disbelief that one is in a
virtual environment. Physical Immersion –
Exhibited physical engagement in a virtual
environment, with suspension of disbelief
that one is in a virtual environment

Sensory Feedback

Interactivity.

•Virtual reality requires as many of our
senses as possible to be simulated. These
senses include vision (visual), hearing
(aural), touch (haptic), and more.
Properly stimulating these sense requires
sensory feedback, which is achieved
through integrated hardware and software
(also known as inputs).

•The element of interaction is crucial for
virtual reality experiences to provide users
with enough comfort to naturally engage
with the virtual environment.

Key Factors for Recovery
Manner

Intensity
• Repetitions
• Duration
• Distribution /
Frequency
• Effort
• Difficulty Psychological

Factors
• Motivation

• Task
segmentation
• Specificity /
Functionality
• Variability
• Initiation
Information
• Shaping
• Instructions
• Feedback

The advantages
of Virtual reality
Zhang X et al. Brain Res. (2017)

Types of Virtual Reality

Non-immersive
simulations

Semi-immersive
simulations

Fully-immersive
simulations

are the least immersive
implementation of virtual
reality technology.

provide a more immersive
experience, in which the
user is partly but not fully
immersed in a virtual
environment.

provide the most immersive
implementation of virtual
reality technology.

In a non-immersive
simulation, only a subset of
the user’s senses are
stimulated, allowing for
peripheral awareness of the
reality outside the virtual
reality simulation

Semi-immersive simulations
closely resemble and utilize
many of the same
technologies found in flight
simulation.

In a fully-immersive
simulation, hardware such
as head-mounted displays
and motion detecting
devices are used to
stimulate all of a user’s
senses. Fully immersive
simulations are able to
provide very realistic user
experiences by delivering a
wide field of view

Virtual reality for stroke rehabilitation

1

Kate E LaverBelinda LangeStacey GeorgeJudith E DeutschGustavo SaposnikMaria Crotty

Cochrane Systematic Review - Intervention Version published: 20 November 2017
Background Virtual reality and interactive video gaming have emerged as recent treatment approaches in stroke rehabilitation with
commercial gaming consoles in particular, being rapidly adopted in clinical settings. This is an update of a Cochrane Review published first in
2011 and then again in 2015.
Objectives Primary objective: to determine the efficacy of virtual reality compared with an alternative intervention or no intervention on
upper limb function and activity.
Secondary objectives: to determine the efficacy of virtual reality compared with an alternative intervention or no intervention on: gait and
balance, global motor function, cognitive function, activity limitation, participation restriction, quality of life, and adverse events.
Search methods We searched the Cochrane Stroke Group Trials Register (April 2017), CENTRAL, MEDLINE, Embase, and seven additional
databases. We also searched trials registries and reference lists.
Selection criteria Randomised and quasi‐randomised trials of virtual reality ("an advanced form of human‐computer interface that allows
the user to 'interact' with and become 'immersed' in a computer‐generated environment in a naturalistic fashion") in adults after stroke. The
primary outcome of interest was upper limb function and activity. Secondary outcomes included gait and balance and global motor function.
Data collection and analysis Two review authors independently selected trials based on pre‐defined inclusion criteria, extracted data, and
assessed risk of bias. A third review author moderated disagreements when required. The review authors contacted investigators to obtain
missing information.
Results We included 72 trials that involved 2470 participants. This review includes 35 new studies in addition to the studies included in the
previous version of this review. Study sample sizes were generally small and interventions varied in terms of both the goals of treatment and
the virtual reality devices used. The risk of bias present in many studies was unclear due to poor reporting. Thus, while there are a large
number of randomised controlled trials, the evidence remains mostly low quality when rated using the GRADE system. Control groups
usually received no intervention or therapy based on a standard‐care approach. Primary outcome: results were not statistically significant
for upper limb function (standardised mean difference (SMD) 0.07, 95% confidence intervals (CI) ‐0.05 to 0.20, 22 studies, 1038 participants,
low‐quality evidence) when comparing virtual reality to conventional therapy. However, when virtual reality was used in addition to usual
care (providing a higher dose of therapy for those in the intervention group) there was a statistically significant difference between
groups (SMD 0.49, 0.21 to 0.77, 10 studies, 210 participants, low‐quality evidence). Secondary outcomes: when compared to conventional
therapy approaches there were no statistically significant effects for gait speed or balance. Results were statistically significant for the
activities of daily living (ADL) outcome (SMD 0.25, 95% CI 0.06 to 0.43, 10 studies, 466 participants, moderate‐quality evidence); however,
we were unable to pool results for cognitive function, participation restriction, or quality of life. Twenty‐three studies reported that they
monitored for adverse events; across these studies there were few adverse events and those reported were relatively mild.

Virtual reality for stroke rehabilitation
Kate E LaverBelinda LangeStacey GeorgeJudith E DeutschGustavo SaposnikMaria Crotty

Cochrane Systematic Review - Intervention Version published: 20 November 2017
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Software

• Based on mirror therapy

Telerehabilitation: Review of the State-of-theArt and Areas of Application
Telerehabilitation has been defined as “the delivery of rehabilitation services via
information and communication technologies” [Brennan D, Tindall L, Theodoros D,
et al. A blueprint for telerehabilitation guidelines. International journal of
telerehabilitation. 2010;2(2):31–34.]
•
•
•

•
•
•

Telerehabilitation can be considered as a branch of telemedicine.
Its use has rapidly grown
In general, telerehabilitation reduces the costs of both health care providers and patients
compared with traditional inpatient or person-to-person rehabilitation.
Furthermore, patients who live in remote places, where traditional rehabilitation services may not
be easily accessible, can benefit from this technology.
However, certain disadvantages of telerehabilitation, including skepticism on the part of patients
due to remote interaction with their physicians or rehabilitators, should not be underestimated.

Conclusions: This review evaluated different application fields of telerehabilitation, highlighting its
benefits and drawbacks. This study may be a starting point for improving approaches and devices
for telerehabilitation. In this context, patients’ feedback may be important to adapt rehabilitation
techniques and approaches to their needs, which would subsequently help to improve the quality
of rehabilitation in the future. The need for proper training and education of people involved in this
new and emerging form of intervention for more effective treatment can’t be overstated.
[Peretti et al. JMIR Rehabil Assist Technol 2017;4(2):e7)]

Tele-rehabilitation
TeleRehabilitation System Architecture

Telerehab
Patients’
point of
view

2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd Health Expectations, 15, pp.339–350

• Patients were 3 to 24 months poststroke with stable arm motor
deficits.
• Each received 28 days of telerehabilitation using a system
delivered to their home.
• Each day consisted of 1 structured hour focused on individualized
exercises and games, stroke education, and an hour of free play.
Results. Enrollees (n = 12) had baseline Fugl-Meyer (FM) scores of 39 ± 12 (mean ± SD).
Compliance was excellent: participants engaged in therapy on 329/336 (97.9%) assigned days. Arm
repetitions across the 28 days averaged 24,607 ± 9934 per participant.
Arm motor status showed significant gains (FM change 4.8 ± 3.8 points, P = .0015), with half of the
participants exceeding the minimal clinically important difference.
Although scores on tests of computer literacy declined with age (r = −0.92; P < .0001), neither the motor
gains nor the amount of system use varied with computer literacy. Daily stroke education via the
telerehabilitation system was associated with a 39% increase in stroke prevention knowledge (P = .0007).
Depression scores obtained in person correlated with scores obtained via the telerehabilitation system 16
days later (r = 0.88; P = .0001).
In-person blood pressure values closely matched those obtained via this system (r = 0.99; P < .0001).
Conclusions. THIS HOME-BASED SYSTEM WAS EFFECTIVE IN PROVIDING TELEREHABILITATION,
EDUCATION, AND SECONDARY STROKE PREVENTION TO PARTICIPANTS. Use of a computer-based
interface offers many opportunities to monitor and improve the health of patients after stroke.

THIS HOME-BASED SYSTEM
WAS EFFECTIVE IN PROVIDING
TELEREHABILITATION,
EDUCATION, AND SECONDARY
STROKE PREVENTION TO
PARTICIPANTS

TELE-RIABILITAZIONE & ACTION OBSERVATION THERAPY

Challenging points:
- Remote clinical
monitoring a patient’s
engagement and
motivation

A low cost telerehabilitation system made up of a
commercial red–green–blue depth (RGBD) camera and a
web-based platform. The authors goal is to monitor and
assess subject movement providing acceptable and
usable at-home remote rehabilitation services without
the presence of a clinician. Clinical goals, defined by
physiotherapists, are firstly translated into motion
analysis features.
A Takagi Sugeno fuzzy inference system (FIS) is then
proposed to evaluate and
combine these features into scores. In this stage, the
‘collaborative design’ paradigm is used in depth and
complete manner: the
contribution of the clinician is not limited only to the
rules definition but enters in the core of the evaluation
algorithm through the definition of the fuzzy rules.

Capecci et al Computer Vision 2018

Collaborative design of a telerehabilitation system enabling virtual second
opinion based on fuzzy logic
User interface with the global score related to
exercise 1. The interface provides also an intuitive
‘star rating’ for each the extracted feature

A case study on low back pain
rehabilitation involving 40 subjects, 5
exercises, and 4
physiotherapists is then presented to the
effectiveness of the proposed system.
Results of the validation of the system
aimed at
the assessment of the reliability of the
proposed approach show high
correlations between clinician evaluation
and FIS scores.
In this scenario, due to the high
correlation, each FIS could represent a
virtual alter-ego of the physiotherapist
which enable a
real time and free second opinion.
Capecci et al Computer Vision 2018

Clinical interface for exercise 1. The interface
provides the histograms related to PT, PC, and
SC, together with their temporal evolution in
the week
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